1883: Henry Landes deeded the property to the First National Bank, of which he was president. A saloon operated on the lower level under the bank.

1903: The building was remodeled in 1903 and 1918. The lower level was buried as Water Street was filled and graded.

The building was vacant for some time when John Siebenbaum purchased the site at a tax sale.

1945: Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company operated here until 1968.

1975: The Siebenbaum estate sold the building to Alfred and Rosemary Reirson.

1987: Gail and Kevin Burgler owned the building and began renovations.

1996: Jeff Soden and Scott Marsh purchased the site and continued renovating.

Various occupants over the years have been an auto and marine supply company, a real estate office and a grocery.